
November 20th - JSMAC Meeting Minutes, 1pm 

 

JSMAC Members Present: 

Bridget Hall 

Sarah Wyer 

Stacey Ray 

Andrea Kennard 

Cait Bothwell 

Lena Freeman 

Emma Oravecz 

Shannon Barry 

 

Three events during dead week that we need to talk about 

 Dec 3 - UO Slam Poetry event 

  Emma made a poster for it and we don’t have to print it ourselves 

  6:30-8pm in the JSMAC lounge 

  facilities is going to provide a stage for them 

  they will be covering costs 

  two poets are going to come into Art in Society class and present 

poems 

  being headlined by Alex Dang (?) 

   spending winter term doing national tour 

   line up will be sent soon for night 

  cookies will be served, etc. 

  Marche will be open most of that time so people can buy their own 

things 

  soft close and just let us use the space? 

  seeping into the marche area 

  need our help setting up and taking down stuff (people come early, 

stay late) 

 Dec 5 

  2-4 UO stress less event - Nori is project manager 

   Night at the Museum 

    activity or two that has a theme of museum-ish 

    open studio and have a prompt or two 

    sketch journaling, journaling, etc, 

    Can Stacey lead this activity? 

    Arts and healthcare idea? 

    Have to do something related to the Night at the 

Museum 

    Poster theme - “Zen” for de-stressing, mindfulness, 

“clear your mind, the sketch will follow” 

    refreshments for that 

  4:00 Night at the Museum 

   screening Night at the Museum 1 & 2 at the same time 

   UO Student event and get people signed up as they come in - 

have a table to have people sign up at - checking in 

   free popcorn 

   give away tickets for third movie 

   memorial to Robin Williams - mental health 

    words of encouragement - board for people to write 

on 

   Could put this on the poster for the stressless event 

   movies in the lecture hall 

Debbie is coming in today to talk about her job - Communications Manager 

Blog is up 

 on the blog, will be posting minutes, you have to log in to access that 

 getting pictures and bios for officers 

1:11 Debbie starts talking 

 put the museum somewhere on the poster 

 put it “student lounge” on the poster 

 spell out what JSMAC means on the poster 

 sending the poster out electronically 



  student e-news will go out on Dec 2 

 want to be able to sign up student members when they come to see the movie - 

where can be do that 

  might be best to do popcorn and soda in the lobby and have the sign 

up there 

 start to take over the visitor services desk for the second half 

 staff the food/membership table with JSMAC people 

 have something there saying what the membership entails - a reason the 

membership is at the table 

  Debbie has a generic benefit sign that we can take on and redesign 

  can print up to 11x17 

  sign can be taken to tabling events 

 Tabling event is from 1-7pm (Dec 3) 

  couple hours in different shifts 

 Raffle and door prizes need to be figured out 

 Blog - leadership positions, minutes, JSMA links - Still primping it 

  blogs.uoregon.jsmac 

 Separate posters for stressless and movies? or no? 

  thoughts that they could be tied into together 

  but its a JSMAC event so not sure about this 

  to have one of the activities be the writing on the board for Robin 

Williams 

  ties into arts and healthcare - sketching can be tied into this as 

well 

  makes sense to put it all on one poster because it makes it more 

marketable as an event 

  film company sent all the graphics so Debbie will send them to Emma 

  poster will be an 11x17 

  Debbie will be making Facebook events for these dead week events 

  Emma and Stacey work together on a membership poster 

 Sarah sent out an email to fill out the doodle once you know you winter 

schedule so we can decide on meeting times 

 Everyone try and come to all of the events and bring people if you can 

  have to be a student to attend the stressless and night at the museum 

  marketing only on campus 

 Evaluations on how the events go - do this online or on the phone? 

  QR code for this? 

December 3rd and 5th availability (Bridget is free) (Nori is tentative on Slam Poetry) 

(Andrea is free) (Emma is free) (Lena is checking her schedule, most likely free) 

(Shannon is free) (Cait is free in the afternoon on Wed and after 5 on Friday) (Stacey 

is free) 

Couple things planned for the spring 

 April - performance art night 

  this was the biggest success last year 

No meeting on Thanksgiving 

Do meet December 4th where we will go over details for the Dec 5th event 

In the winter and spring once we have a schedule set, Sarah will set up more speakers 

Sophie cartoon work - cool event on its own 

JSMAC events are Wednesday evenings for winter and spring 

 1 in winter and 1 in spring 

 themes for this 

 how to ask for submissions 

 take place in the student lounge 

 Valentine’s day Sophie art show 

 Instagram walk 

  is it possible to do a hashtag? 

  might be challenging 

  could be new feeds on instagrams 

  search a hashtag on a website and all the pictures on instagram show 

up 

  digital exhibitions 

 Sketching - groups 

  temporary displays in the student lounge 



  responds to the current exhibition that is in the museum at the time 

  plan ahead and see what is in the museum during that time and what is 

a theme to pull from the exhibition for a student response 

  could be things people made at the time or past works 

 Instagram ideas - Emma 

  modeling after what the Toledo museum of art does 

  instagram meet up where anyone interested comes 

  had people come and take their own photos and submit them 

  could have them printed or digitally displayed 

  Doing one with tattoos on campus 

   an exhibit of student tattoo art 

   have a class and have someone talk about tattoo art 

   research on tattooing 

 Student Open Forum 

  students can perform or present in the student lounge space 

  students would be able to engage with their research 

  struggle to find undergrads who are that far along in their research 

so maybe don’t leave graduate students out 

  SOAR - Southern Oregon Arts and Research 

  Symposium that UO presents 

   EMU hosts this 

   Can JSMA partner with this? 

   Or can we do one specifically focused on the arts? 

  Colloquium or forum - need to think about what would make it distinct 

   bring together people in A&AA? 

  ELAN as a partner 

 Emma - Drag performance research 

  feature it in the student forum? 

  people interested in putting it on from JSMAC? 

  Need film done before spring term 

  project it on the wall 

  could make a loop of certain footage that could run all of the time 

  Have it done by April 22nd? Yes 

  Incorporate it into performance art night 

Tabling shifts will be available soon and Sarah will schedule and give materials 

Set up for Slam poetry around 5 or 5:30ish 

Marketing materials through media primarily 

Edited version of poster for Sarah by Thursday 

 


